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Don’t miss the boys of Jack ‘Em Up! “A beautiful, dark, real life fairy tale . . .” -Desiree, Goodreads Reviewer
about Rev “Hurts SO Good” -Ashley B., Amazon Reviewer “Hauntingly Beautiful and Deeply Moving!”
-Reds Romance Reviews “The Jack ‘Em Up mechanics are pure temptation” -K’Tee Bee, Amazon Reviewer
Together for the first time, all four full-length novels in the Jack ‘Em Up series plus a ***FREE BONUS***
short story not available anywhere else! Every story stands alone with a super sexy couple, lots of emotion,
and a swoonworthy HEA! Crank: Blake and Delilah have grown from the town bad boy and princess to a
desperate couple who have lost who they once were. They must find a way to overcome their pasts, their
demons, and the tragedy that haunts their marriage to find out if your first love can truly be your last. Torque:
Jesse and Rachel have had it bad for each other since high school .
. . but things change. Jesse is a felon on parole. Rachel is an attorney. Can they battle their differences to find
that opposites not only attract, but are perfect together? Throttle: Trace is a fiercely devoted single father who
will do anything to protect his son. Tori has clawed her way to a future and no man is going to make her give
that up. Thrown together to help a hurting boy, can they fight the chemistry between them that threatens to
turn into love? Rev: Micah suffers with the wounds of battle and holds a terrible secret. Jewel hides her own
scars, but is fighting to get her life back. Danger, fear, and heartache haunt them both.

Can these two wounded souls find their way to healing and each other? ***Also available but not included in
this set are Burnout, the angsty prequel novella that tells the beginning of Blake and Delilah’s story from
Crank AND Hitched, Jesse and Rachel’s happy-ever-after from Torque. Happy Reading!

